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Magnetic Soft Continuum Robots With Braided

Reinforcement
Peter Lloyd1*, Onaizah Onaizah1, Giovanni Pittiglio2,

Damith Katudampe Vithanage1, James H. Chandler1 and Pietro Valdastri1

Abstract—Flexible catheters are used in a wide variety of
surgical interventions including neurological, pancreatic and car-
diovascular. In many cases a lack of dexterity and miniaturization
along with excessive stiffness results in large regions of the
anatomy being deemed inaccessible. Soft continuum robots have
the potential to mitigate these issues. Due to its enormous
potential for miniaturization, magnetic actuation is of particular
interest in this field. Currently, flexible magnetic catheters often
rely on interactive forces to generate large deformations during
navigation and for soft anatomical structures this could be
considered potentially damaging. In this study we demonstrate
the insertion of a high aspect ratio, 50 mm long by 2 mm
diameter, soft magnetic catheter capable of navigating up to a
180◦ bend without the aid of forces of anatomical interaction.
This magnetic catheter is reinforced with a lengthwise braided
structure and its magnetization allows it to shape form along
tortuous paths. We demonstrate our innovation in a planar
silicone pancreas phantom. We also compare our approach with
a mechanically equivalent tip driven magnetic catheter and with
an identically magnetized, unreinforced catheter.

Index Terms—Magnetic Continuum Manipulators; Soft
Robots; Surgical Robotics; Magnetic Actuation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft continuum robots are an important avenue in over-

coming the limitations of traditional steerable microcatheters

for endoluminal interventions [1] [2]. Magnetically actuated

continuum robots (MCRs) offer huge miniaturization potential

and the prospect of safe navigation through small, sensitive and

tortuous pathways [3] [4] [5]. Tip driven MCRs are established

in the literature [6] [7] but are unable to actively shape

form i.e. control their body shape independent of tip pose.

This limitation is of particular concern when the navigation

passes through unusually soft and sensitive tissue such as

the pancreas [8] [9] or the brain [10] [11]. Shape forming
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Figure 1: (a) The referential (undeformed) MCR showing resultant torques
about the Y axis (green) and the Z axis (blue) as a consequence of the
interaction between applied field (B, yellow arrows) and magnetization profile
(m, purple arrows) (b) Compound bending and twisting of an unreinforced
CR. The welts placed along the back of the MCR clearly illustrate the twisting
in the experimental domain. (c) Pure bending of a braid reinforced (torsionally
constrained) MCR under identical magnetization profiles and applied actuating
field (Bx = 20 mT).

capability could potentially avoid painful and/or damaging

forces of anatomical interaction along the length of the MCR.

Recently, MCRs which can shape form due to a variable

magnetization profile along their length have been explored

[12] [13] [14] [15], and our previous research demonstrated

their efficacy for follow the leader navigations [16]. These

MCRs have bespoke non-axial magnetization signatures which

interact with applied magnetic fields to create torques and are

thus capable of minimizing contact during forward motion

[17]. This arrangement permits the use of far softer materials

as reduced interaction allows for lower insertion forces - the

stiffness of a traditional catheter is driven by the requirement

to resist buckling under these insertion forces.

However, a fundamental limitation of this non-axial mag-

netization design arises when a shape-forming MCR attempts

to navigate a path featuring large (90◦ degrees or more)

deformation. As described in detail in [18], in order to generate
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large deformations, the applied magnetic field must oppose the

MCR’s magnetization generating an inverted pendulum insta-

bility. If unconstrained, in accordance with Timoshenko beam

theory, the much lower energy pose available via twisting

around the catheter’s long ’easy’ axis will result (Figure 1b and

supporting video). This unstable phenomenon is increasingly

problematic as the aspect ratio of length to diameter increases.

Closed loop control such as [19] could theoretically coun-

teract this instability however this would require accurate, high

frequency feedback from inside the body of both bending

and twisting deformations, which currently represents a major

challenge. Mechanical reinforcement is an alternative and

more practical approach and was introduced to a large diam-

eter (6 mm) MCR design in the form of double helix fibers

[18]. This approach demonstrated significant improvement but

proved difficult to miniaturize due to its complex fabrication

process.

In this paper, we demonstrate the successful harnessing of

magnetic instability into large deformation shape forming by

reinforcing a high aspect ratio, 50 mm long x 2 mm diameter

catheter using a braided structure along its length. The braid

we employ is a commercially available, 1 mm external diam-

eter nylon cord. In Section II-C, we use it to experimentally

demonstrate an increase in twisting stiffness that is 20 times

the increase in bending stiffness. We demonstrate the practical

advantage of this approach through autonomous follow-the-

leader navigation into the pancreatic and bile ducts of a planar

soft gelatinous phantom. This represents a continuation of

our earlier work ([18]), but the proposed MCR design is

3 times smaller and exhibits a far higher ratio of twisting

to bending stiffness. These improvements result in the first

demonstration of such large deformations being generated

during the insertion process without the requirement of forces

of anatomical interaction. In particular, this absence of these

forces represents a significant step forward in the develop-

ment of atraumatic follow-the-leader MCRs. Furthermore, we

demonstrate the inability of either a tip driven MCR or a

similarly lengthwise magnetized but unreinforced MCR to

achieve similar navigations when interactive forces are not

available.

II. THE BRAIDED CATHETER

In this section, we detail the model, fabrication method

and characterization of our prototype braided MCR, actu-

ated in a 1-D homogeneous field. The design principle is

to utilize the anisotropic material response of an embedded

braid to reduce instability under opposing field-magnetization

conditions. Using the braid as a mechanical constraint, axial

stiffness is increased relative to bending stiffness. As such

we develop a rigid-link model to consider these independent

stiffness parameters as a function of the catheter’s length.

Through characterization of fabricated samples in a 1-D field,

we determine these relative stiffness parameters to allow

for optimization of mechanically reinforced designs in more

realistic scenarios.

Figure 2: (a) The 1 mm diameter nylon braid is secured in a 2 mm internal
diameter perspex tube. This is injected with NdFeB doped Ecoflex-0030 and
time cured. (b) Magnified images of the 1 mm diameter braid (white on
a black background) and a diagonal cut of the 2 mm diameter MCR after
casting (black on a white background with the embedded braid seen as a
white circle). (c) The reinforced MCR is delaminated and trimmed to size.
(c) This can then be magnetized in any direction desired. In the example
shown it is being prepared for the demonstration in Section II-D.

A. Rigid Link Robot Model

In order to capture anisotropic behavior, we represent our

MCR as a serial chain of five rigid links each 10 mm long

and connected by a three Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) sprung

rotational joint. The three DoFs in each homogeneous rota-

tional joint represent bending about the local X axis, bending

about the local Y axis and twisting about the local Z axis,

respectively. This characterization is repeated identically for

each of the five rigid links such that any desired 50 mm path

can be kinematically represented as a 5 x 3 array of joint angles

Q. This allows the design to consider quasi-static insertion

over discrete time steps.

A magnetic dipole with moment m in a homogeneous

field B will experience a resultant magnetic torque linearly

proportional to applied field strength

τττ = m × B (1)

where B, m, τττ ∈ R
3.

The body torque acting on any given finite volume of

the MCR as a consequence of the interaction of the actuat-

ing magnetic field and the magnetization of that region of

doped elastomer will produce deformation and therefore be

counteracted by the elastic properties of the material. The

deformation resulting from balancing magnetic and elastic

torques is represented as the joint angle array (Q) which

explicitly defines both the tip pose and the body shape of

the MCR.

Under a three dimensional rigid link assumption, as detailed

in [17] and according to [20] [21], we balance the magnetic

and mechanical torques across all 15 joints in the MCR at any

given time step

JTτττ −KQ = λ (2)

with JT the Jacobian transpose of the MCR, τττ the magnetic

torque from Equation 1 (both calculated at the desired joint

angles, Q), K the stiffness matrix and λ the residual error in

the torque balance: zero for a stable arrangement.

For the sake of simplicity, and due to the principle demon-

stration being performed in a low friction horizontal plane,
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gravity has been set to zero in this calculation. Gravity was

incorporated in the corresponding theoretical framework in

[17] and was found to impart less than 20% of the magnitude

of the magnetic torque (in a vertically aligned demonstration).

To construct the stiffness matrix for each identical 3 DoF

joint, we assume linear elasticity such that

K = diag(ExIx EyIy EzIz) (3)

where Ex, Ey and Ez are the Young modulus in the three

directions (equal to E for an isotropic continuous medium,

Section II-C gives details on anisotropic characterization), Ix
and Iy second moment of area for bending and Iz second

moment of area for twisting [20].

By summing the errors (λ) across all rigid links and all

insertion time steps, a single function to be minimized is

defined with the 5 x 3 arrays m and B as objective variables.

This was solved as in [17] using the Genetic Algorithm

(GA, Global Optimization Toolbox, Matlab version R2021b,

the MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to generate suites of

magnetizations and actuating fields specifically for each set

of joint angles and stiffness matrices.

B. Fabrication

In order to test our MCRs, we developed a fabrication pro-

cess as outlined in Figure 2. A nylon braid of external diameter

1 mm (Everlasto - James Lever 1856 Ltd, Manchester, UK)

was held in axial alignment within a 2 mm internal diameter

perspex tube using 3D printed end-caps ((RS-F2-GPGR-04,

Formlabs, USA). The tube was pre-drilled with 0.5 mm diam-

eter holes at 5 mm center spacings to give a clear indication

of which side is the ‘front’ of each catheter - this welted effect

can be clearly seen in Figure 1b. The elastomer (Ecoflex-

0030, Smooth-On Inc, USA) was mixed with neodymium-

iron-boron (NdFeB) microparticles with an average diameter

of 5 µm (MQFP-B+, Magnequench GmbH, Germany) in a 1:1

mass ratio. This composite was mixed and degassed in a high

vacuum mixer (ARV-310, THINKYMIXER, Japan) at 1400

rpm, 20.0 kPa for 90 seconds. The mixture was injected into

the tubing and cured at room temperature for four hours before

removal giving specimens as shown in Figure 2d.

Upon removal from the mold, the specimens were secured

into a bespoke 3D printed magnetizing tray (Figure 2d) before

being subjected to a saturating uniform field of 4.644 T (ASC

IM-10-30, ASC Scientific, USA). The specific geometry of

the magnetizing tray is determined according to the algorithm

described in Section II-A and in [17].

C. Elastomeric Characterization

In order to optimize the rigid link model and determine the

required magnetizations and actuating fields we must populate

the stiffness matrix, K (Equation 3). As stated in Section II-A,

in the case of the unreinforced MCR, this material response

is exclusively generated by the isotropic bulk elasticity of

the doped silicone. However, for a braid-reinforced MCR we

must allow for deliberately inbuilt anisotropy in the response

Table I: Linearized pseudo elastic moduli for unreinforced and reinforced
specimens of doped Ecoflex-0030. Note the torsionally constraining effect of
the braid (20:1, twisting:bending stiffness) and the five-fold increase in MCR
bending stiffness due to addition of the braid.

Ex Ey Ez Ez/Ex

Unreinforced Sample (kPa) 100 100 100 1

Reinforced Sample (kPa) 500 500 10,000 20

to actuation. The braid is constructed of multiple interwoven

helical threads, which interact to constrain shear deformations

at the local level whilst permitting normal deformations. Being

positioned at (or near) the radial extremities of the MCR, these

local constraints translate into globally constrained twisting

whilst globally permitting bending [18] [22]. Pure bending

and pure twisting characterization experiments were therefore

performed, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Samples were prepared in accordance with the method

introduced in Section II-B with radial magnetization for the

twisting samples and axial magnetization for the bending

samples [18]. Three identical versions of each sample were

hung vertically and exposed to an orthogonal 1-D field ramped

from -25 mT to 25 mT for three repetitions each. Primitive

deformations were analyzed using the MATLAB imtool func-

tionality giving the graph shown in Figure 3 relating applied

field (B) to tip deformation angle (q) for a 20 mm specimen

length (L). From the relationship

K
q

L
= |m × B| (4)

we established the stiffness parameters in Table I. Despite

the obvious increase in bending stiffness our MCR is still

flexible compared with other soft magnetic catheters in the

literature, for example, the PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) +

NdFeB (20 % volume fraction) as prepared and employed in

[7] has an effective elastic modulus of E = 1,400 kPa.

D. Shape Forming in Free Space

To illustrate the impact of the inclusion of the braid on

torsional stability and resulting deformation angle, two oth-

erwise identical 40 mm samples (unreinforced and braid-

reinforced) were fabricated and magnetized with the planar

sinusoidal magnetization shown in Figure 1 (purple arrows).

This magnetization was derived using the optimization algo-

rithm described in Section II-A, but constrained to only the

final time-step of insertion and a 1-D field Bx = +20 mT. The

joint angle array was simply specified as the largest possible

angle of bending about the Y axis, zero about the X and Z

axes. The sinusoidal magnetization which emerged from this

process reconciles with intuition.

When exposed to a 1-D field Bx = +20 mT (yellow arrows)

both prototypes should produce large in plane deformation.

Figure 4 shows the expanded time stepping view of the result

shown in Figure 1 and in the supporting video. The braid is

clearly needed in order to stabilize the actuation and effectively

convert this magnetic torque into large (greater than 100◦)

elastic deformation. As can be clearly seen the impact of

anisotropic reinforcement is so profound as to be difficult to

quantify - a maximal difference in tip orientation of ≈ 150◦.
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Figure 3: Testing of primitive deformations for elastomeric characterization. Under pure twisting (left), radially magnetized 20 mm specimens are hung
vertically and exposed to an orthogonal homogeneous field. The view shown is from below of (a) unreinforced catheter and (b) reinforced catheter (the tip
has been pierced with a 0.25 mm diameter nitinol wire to aid visualisation and postprocessing). Under pure bending (centre), similar but axially magnetized
specimens are hung vertically and the view shown is from the side. The graph (right) shows the curves of actuating field against angle of deformation. The
reinforcing increases bending stiffness by around 5 times and twisting stiffness by around 100 times. The difference in curve gradient between twisting and
bending for the isotropic, unreinforced specimen is due to the difference in second moment of area for the two deformations.

Figure 4: Elastomeric deformation under 1-D homogeneous actuation. Mag-
netization is as depicted in Figure 1 (purple arrows) and Actuating Field Bx

(yellow arrows) is ramped from 0 to 20 mT. (a) The twisted response of
the unreinforced MCR. (b) The stable, constrained, and large deformation
response of the braided MCR. These results are further demonstrated in the
supporting video

This result allows the incorporation of previously unstable

opposing field-magnetization combinations within the opti-

mization solution. This in turn permits the possibility of higher

bending angles and therefore successful low contact navigation

through more tortuous pathways than previously possible.

III. DEMONSTRATION OF CLINICAL APPLICATION

The ability to achieve large deformation shape forming

may be useful in a large variety of clinical applications. One

such application is catheterization of the notoriously soft and

delicate pancreas [23]. To illustrate the potential for clinical

relevance of our innovation, we performed navigations into

the bile and pancreatic ducts of a planar, ultrasoft pancreas

phantom. We compare these navigations with mechanically

similar attempts using a tip driven MCR and an unreinforced

length-wise magnetized MCR.

Current surgical catheters for pancreatic intervention have

a minimum elastic modulus in the region of 2 GPa [24]

in order to transfer longitudinal driving forces around the

necessary internal corners at an appropriate scale and without

buckling. This is 500,000 times stiffer than pancreatic tissue

[9] and more than 4000 times stiffer than the catheter we have

developed.

A. Path Planning

Utilizing anatomical data from the turbosquid dataset

(www.turbosquid.com) (Figure 5a) we extracted center lines

of the pancreatic and bile ducts (Figure 5b) using 3DSlicer

(www.slicer.org). These center lines give desired pathways

from a start point in the duodenum to a location 50 mm

distal in either duct. These point cloud trajectories can be

characterized as 5 x 3 arrays of joint angles (Q) in accordance

with the rigid link assumptions described in Section II-A. The

redundancy in the mapping between trajectory and joint angles

arising due to the lack of orientation about the local Z axis

in the trajectory data is managed by minimizing deformed

strain energy. This calculation is a function of the stiffness

matrix (Equation 3) and, due to the deliberately isotropic

design (Section II-C), results in near zero twist. Consequently,
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Figure 5: (a) The initial 3-D geometry of (1) duodenum, (2) gall bladder,
(3) pancreatic and (4) bile ducts. The character at (5) shows the relative
orientation of this anatomy. (b) The point-cloud (blue) of the area of interest:
(1) pancreatic and (2) bile ducts. Center lines for path planning are shown in
red. (c) The 3-D printed PLA imprint prior to casting - this is shown upside
down for the sake of visibility. (d) The 5 kPa soft silicone phantom running
from the major papilla into the ducts.

a unique, minimum strain energy joint angle array can be

used to supply the optimization described in Section II-A.

During navigation these links were sequentially inserted over

five discrete time steps under the quasi-static assumption.

B. Soft Phantom

The soft phantom used for demonstration of our method

utilizes anatomical data from the aforementioned turbosquid

dataset. This provides accurate external geometry of the bile

duct, pancreatic duct and common duct. The internal geometry

of the duct network (Figure 5b) was scaled according to

[25] which gives a bile duct maximal internal diameter of 7

mm. This scaling compensates for any inaccuracies in wall

thicknesses of the original imaging. Furthermore, we have

included a major papilla at the outlet of the drainage duct

with a minimum diameter of 2.6 mm [26]. These combined

dimensions were projected onto a sketch plane, extruded 20

mm, 3D printed (RS-F2-GPGR-04, Formlabs, USA) (Figure

5c) and then open-cast in silicone: 2 parts SoftGel A-341C

to 3 parts DC200 silicone oil (50 cst) (www.dow.com/en-us)

for 4 hours in accordance with [27] (Figure 5d). This gives

an approximate linearized elastic modulus of E ≈ 5 kPa for

strains of less than 10% which reconciles with the E ≈ 3 kPa

for healthy pancreatic tissue given in [9]. During navigation

the channel was lubricated with dyed water to reduce friction

and aid visualization. We consider this approach an effective

demonstrative environment and the open channel approach

also allows for maximum visibility.

C. Actuation

A 3-D Helmholtz coil (3DXHC12.5-300, Dexing Magnet

Tech. Co., Ltd, Xiamen, China) was used with a 60 mm

cubed homogeneous workspace which can generate 3 linearly

independent uniform magnetic fields up to 30 mT (Figure 6).

Figure 6: The 3D Helmholtz coil based actuation platform as described in
Section III-C. (a) Basler camera, (b) cpu (c) 3D Helmholtz coil, (d) 3D
work space - site of experimental arrangement, (e) stepper motor, (f) 3 power
supplies for Helmholtz coils, (g) power supply for stepper motor, (h) coolant
tank for Helmholtz coils.

These electromagnetic coils are connected to three indepen-

dent power supplies (DXKDP, Dexing Magnet Tech. Co., Ltd,

Xiamen, China) for each of the spatial axes. Power supplies

connect to a PC from an RS232 serial communication port

allowing control via MATLAB serial commands. A code is

thus implemented to autonomously operate power supply out-

put generating the desired 3D homogeneous magnetic fields.

The insertion motor consists of a Nema 17 stepper motor

(Micromech, UK), a 3D printer extrusion head minus the noz-

zle and is controlled using a UStepper S (http://ustepper.com)

stepper motor driver. This drives a 1.75 mm diameter PLA

filament through a 2.5 mm internal diameter bowden cable

sleeve to the insertion origin (as in Figure 7). The proximal end

of the MCR is attached to the distal end of the filament using

2.5 mm diameter thermal shrink fitting sleeve. The stepper

driver receives directional commands via a fourth serial port

again operated from the same MATLAB code. Step count is

proportional to the advance length of the inserter which was

reconciled offline. Therefore, by controlling the step count

and operating frequency, the inserter can extend and retract

the MCR autonomously with known length and speed. In this

case the inserter was programmed to extend the MCR with 1

mm increments synchronized to changes in actuating magnetic

field. The entire system is capable of operating at a frequency

of 2 Hz meaning a 50 mm navigation takes 25 seconds.

Experiments in the 3D coil were recorded using a top-view

Basler Ace camera (acA2040-120uc Basler AG, Ahrensburg,

Germany) with a Basler C23-3518-5M-P f35mm lens. Images

and videos in the 1D trial were recorded similarly using a

side-view camera.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 7 shows the five time steps of insertion into the

pancreatic and bile ducts. These are all also shown in the sup-

porting video. Figure 7a shows an optimized, reinforced MCR
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Figure 7: Navigation into the bile and pancreatic ducts - stills taken from the supporting video. Magnetizations and actuating fields are shown in the supporting
video. (a) An optimized, reinforced MCR navigating into the bile duct. (b) An independently magnetized, reinforced MCR navigating into the pancreatic duct.
(c) A tip driven MCR attempting to navigate into the pancreatic duct (d) An optimized, unreinforced MCR attempting to navigate into the pancreatic duct.

Figure 8: Desired path (black hatchings) against experimental data for (a) optimized navigation into the bile duct (red hatchings), (b) optimized navigation
into the pancreatic duct (blue hatchings), (c) tip driven navigation into the bile duct (purple hatchings), (d) optimized but unreinforced navigation into the
bile duct (turquoise hatchings). Position after each of five time increments for one experimental repetition are shown. Mean absolute spatial error calculated
across all time steps and across all three experimental repetitions are (a) 4.7 mm, (b) 4.2 mm, (c) 9.1 mm and (d) 21.3 mm.

navigating 50 mm into the pancreatic duct. Figure 7b shows an

independently optimized and therefore differently magnetized,

reinforced MCR navigating 50 mm into the bile duct. Figure 7c

shows a mechanically equivalent tip driven MCR attempting

to navigate into the pancreatic duct. Actuating fields for this

navigation were derived in exactly the manner described in

Section II-A but with magnetization constrained to the tip

driven arrangement. Figure 7d shows an unreinforced MCR,

independently optimized to account for variation in material

properties, attempting to navigate into the pancreatic duct.

All insertions ran at 2 mm/s which represents an operating

frequency of 2 Hz. All experiments were repeated three times

under identical conditions.

Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of the same

results. Desired path (black hatchings) against experimental

data for Figure 8a optimized navigation into the bile duct (red

hatchings), Figure 8b optimized navigation into the pancreatic

duct (blue hatchings), Figure 8c tip driven navigation into the

bile duct (purple hatchings), Figure 8d optimized but unre-

inforced navigation into the bile duct (turquoise hatchings).

Mean absolute spatial error calculated across all time steps

and across all three experimental repetitions are (a) 4.7 mm,

(b) 4.2 mm, (c) 9.1 mm and (d) 21.3 mm.
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V. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

For any scenario where the anatomy through which we are

attempting to navigate is narrow and significantly softer than

the catheter, and where deformation angles of greater than 90◦

are required, conventional mechanical and tip driven systems

will be either ineffective or traumatic (or both). Here we show

that a 2 mm diameter, length-wise optimally magnetized MCR,

with braided reinforcement, can reach otherwise inaccessible

locations.

There is still spatial error in the two successful navigations

which can be attributed to the imprecise positioning of the

origin of the MCR - the insertion point. This error affects

the joint angle array and thus the required actuating fields. In

order to minimize this error we intend to incorporate a shape

based closed loop control algorithm in our future work which

can recalculate required joint angles based on strain sensor

feedback such as Fiber Bragg gratings.

We are aware that the NdFeB used in our demonstration is

potentially cytotoxic. This is a problem which can be readily

solved by coating the magnetic continuum robot with biocom-

patible materials such as silica, parylene [28] or hydrogel [7]

and has been widely demonstrated in the literature.

The manner of failure of the tip driven MCR is interesting.

By pushing from the base of a manipulator, forward motion in

the opposite direction can only ever be achieved if (1) interac-

tive forces are present and (2) the manipulator is sufficiently

rigid to transmit these forces to the tip. In our demonstration,

the ultrasoft phantom will not permit interactive forces of any

significance, as pancreatic or brain tissue would not, and the

MCR is too soft to transfer them even if it would.

The unreinforced MCR is also unsuccessful in its naviga-

tion. Whilst it is imperceptible to the naked eye (due to the

speed at which this failure occurs), this is entirely attributable

to the twist detailed in Section II-D, in Figure 1 and in the

supporting video. Mechanically unconstrained torque about the

long Z axis induced by the unstable combination of magnetic

fields causes the MCR to twist. This near 180◦ rotation of the

plane of magnetization changes the profile of cross products

and therefore magnetic body torques along the MCR. Defor-

mation is thus reduced but also, the equilibrium calculations

detailed in Section II-A are undermined. This results in a loss

of correspondence, for the desired joint angles, in the elastic-

magnetic torque balance of the MCR. The failures of both

the tip driven and the unreinforced MCRs corroborate our

claim that a torsionally reinforced catheter enables otherwise

impossible shape-controlled, magnetic navigations.

The authors assumed, due to the successful implementa-

tion of the quasi-static assumption under insertion, that at a

sufficiently low frequency, the operational code could simply

be run backwards to give contact free retraction. As can be

observed in the supporting video, for the larger deformation

bile duct navigation, this is not true and significant phantom

deformation occurs. The quasi-static assumption does not con-

sider any driving force at the base of the MCR (as this would

generate time dependency) which, for the retraction phase is

clearly (and unexpectedly) critical. To address this interesting

research question we believe the answer is to implement

‘gradient pulling’ - tangential pulling forces associated with

magnetic field gradients.

We also anticipate developing a fabrication technique to

produce narrower and more malleable braids to reduce bending

stiffness Ex, Ey . Incorporated into this is the desire to better

understand the theoretical role of the braid and its design

parameters: material, helix angle, number and thickness of

threads. We currently have a nylon braid wound at an angle

of 35◦ from the longitudinal axis, but an unknown number

and thickness of threads. Optimization of these parameters

was explored in our earlier work on helical fiber support [18],

but here we have utilized a commercial braid. As previously

noted, this option offers a significant advantage in terms of

miniaturization and reliability of fabrication but also exhibits

major drawbacks in terms of control over these braid design

parameters. By developing our own sub-millimetre scale braid

fabrication we can optimize design parameters to further

improve performance towards our target clinical application.

Finally, we also want to extend our demonstration into three

dimensions to enable navigation through more convoluted

routes such as those in the neurovascular network and deeper

into the pancreas.

We have demonstrated a successful constraining of the

twisting instability of MCRs under certain necessary configu-

rations of magnetization and applied field. This has allowed us

to achieve magnetically actuated, follow-the-leader navigation

into an ultrasoft pancreatic phantom. This combination of large

deformation and minimal reactive force has not previously

been shown. With this contribution we have taken a significant

step towards fulfilling the potential of shape forming MCRs

for navigation through sensitive and convoluted anatomies in

a safe, stable and repeatable manner.
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